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The purpose of this study was to determine the 
effect of a personal plan of enrichment on 1 ibrarY use 
by thirteen mildly mentally retarded adolescents, ages 
14-18, These students were members of a special 
education class at Tripoli High School, Tripoli, Iowa. 
Students were interviewed at the beginning and ending 
of the fall semester, 1988-1989, about their attitudes 
toward the 1 ibrary media center and staff. Before the 
study began the students did not use the 1 ibrary media 
center during any free periods at school by their own 
choice. TheY were observed daily during six 
observation weeks that fell at approximately three week 
intervals during the semester. Their Individualized 
Educational Plans were considered for units taught and 
media used. An increase of awareness and use of the 
1 ibrary media center by a majority of students during 
the six observation weeks could not be confirmed. More 
students thought they could find materials 
independently than actually did so. A majority of the 
students did not spend some of their free periods in 
the 1 ibrarY media center during three of the 
observation weeks. Circumstances that affected the 
outcome of the study were a Job skills program that 
left students with 1 i ttle free time at school and a 
high rate of absenteeism by four of the students. 
Emotional problems within the classroom itself affected 
movement within the school building. However, student 
use of the 1 ibrary media center increased greatly 
during those weeks when the 1 ibrary media program was 
focused on the individual interests of the students and 
some students have developed regular patterns of 
1 ibrary media center use during their free periods at 
school. 
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I n tr odu c t i c,n 
A great deal has been printed in the last ten 
years about mainstreaming of the handicapped into the 
regular classroom and about the effect such 
mainstreaming has on handicapped students and on their 
Studies have shown the effect that 
different kinds of classroom situations have had on how 
the handicapped learn. 
H ow .. 1 e v e r , v e r· y l i t t 1 e h a s be e n p u b 1 i s h e d a b o u t t h e 
effect of individual ized attention to interests and
abi 1 i ties of the mental ly retarded .and the effect -s;.uc:h 
individual ized attention might have on the attitude of
the student toward school 
in par ti cu 1 er.
in general an d the l i br· ar y , 
Mildly mentally retarded students have been 
mainstreamed into our public schools with varying 
degrees of success since the passage of Pub! ic Law 
94-142 in 1975. Befc,r·e tha.t time public educ-:i.tion c,f 
the mi Idly mentally retarded was segregated into 
self-contained classrooms that were controlled by 
a dm i n i ·=- t r· a. t or· s ,:, n t h e d i -=- t r· i c: t 1 e 1) e I • 
assigned into such classes and were given a program of 
study as a homogenous group. Curriculum content and 
in·:.tr·u,:tic,n.:i.l techniques 1 .•,1er·e developed on·='· bei ief 
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that all handicapped children of a given category 
needed the same educational program (MacMillan, Keogh 
and Jones, 1986). The belief was that handicapped 
children needed to be in a protective environment away 
from other students. Un for· tun a. t e l ::,·· , th i ·=- be l i e f 
resulted in some abuse when low functioning minority 
students were assigned into special education classes 
on the b-:i.:-i:- c,f 1,,Jexler· Intel 1 igence Te:.t·;;. that did n,:,t 
take into account the way that minorities used language 
or that English may have been a second language. 
A :iass action suit, Diana versus State Board of 
Education, 1970, charged that minority children were 
placed in special education programs designed for 
mildly mentally retarded. The placement procedures 
were questioned (MacMillan et al, 1986). A second 
lawsuit, the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded 
Citizens versus the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1972, 
was also a landmark case. 
chi Id, regardless of the severity of his or her 
handicap is constitutionally guaranteed the right to a 
fr·ee .:1.nd -:1.ppr·,:,pr· i ·='· te educ .... ti on 0-·fa.,:t-·1 i I l .:i.n et .:i. l , 1 9:36). 
Because of these two landmarK suits and others, 
Public Law 94-142 was passed. The intent of the 
Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, or 
Public Law 94-142, is as fol lows: "To insure that al 1 
handicapped children have available to them ... a free 
appropriate education which emphasizes special needs, 
to assure the rights of handicapped children, parents 
or guardians are protected, to assist states and 
1 QC .:1. l i t i e -=· t Q pr· Qt,i i de t? du ca. t i ,:,n for· .:1. l 1 h .:1.n di c .:1.p p e ,j 
children, and to assess and assure effectiveness of 
efforts to educate handicapped children" (Meyen, 1982, 
The provisions of Public Law 94-142 are: 
1. The right to due process. Parents have 
access to school records and have the 
right to impartial hearings regarding 
their child's placement and are entitled 
to an independent evaluation of their 
,: hi l d. 
2. The right to protection against 
discriminatory testing during assessment 
of their· child. 
3. The right to have their child placed in 
the least restrictivt? t?ducational 
·:.etting. 
4. The right for each child to have an 
ind i ,,., i d•Ja.1 i zed educ.:1. ti on.:1. l pr·ogr·.:1.m , ..,Ji th 
p r· ,:11~ r· a.m ,:, b ..i e ,: t i t.J e s , t h e 1 i ·=· t ,:, f s e r (.! i c e -:. 
to be provided, the programs scheduled 
and the criteria used to evaluate the 
program's effectiveness. (MacMillan et 
al, 1986, pp. 687, 688) 
Public L.:1.t,.J 94-142 h.:1.d ·='· pr·,:,fc,und a.ffect ,:,n p1Jbl ic 
education. Handicapped children are entitled to an 
education in the least restrictive environment. This 
meant for many mildly retarded students integration 
into classrooms with normal children at least fifty 
percent of the school day. Often this meant physical 
education, music, lunch, recess, and the 1 ibrary media 
center·. Many 1 ibrary media specialists, however, felt 
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singularly unprepared for mainstreaming, as such 
integration is called. They have struggled with other 
educators to find ways to integrate these students and 
maKe them a part of the mainstream. 1-)er·:,·· 1 it t 1 e ha.·;; 
been written about the successes with this population 
and much has been written about the frustrations. 
The part of Public Law 94-142 that most directly 
affects the 1 ibrary media specialist and that is most 
fr·equen t 1 y mi ·sunder·stoc,d is the "ind i \.Ji du.;;,. 1 i zed 
educational plan" or IEP. The law requires that each 
ch i 1 d have -:1. l-•,1r· i t ten ·=-ta. t eme n t ,:,u t 1 i n i n 9 h i ·;; .. /her· 01 .. •m 
This IEP includes 
such Key points as: 1) a statement of the present level 
of educational performance of the child - what the 
child can and cannot do, 2) a statement of goals for 
twelve months as well as short-term objectives for the 
chi 1 d, 3) a statement of specific educational services 
to be provided to the child, and 4) a statement on the 
extent the child may participate in the re9ular 
classroom (Rich, 1980, p. 26). The statement about 
providing specific educational services for each child 
directly concerns the school ibrary media specialist. 
The group of specialists, teachers, and parents who 
meet t,::i decide e.:1.ch individua.l -:.t1Jdent·'·;; indi\,iidu.:1.l ized 
educational plan frequently maKe such plans without the 
hi?lp c,f the ·;;,:h,:11:.J l ibr·.:i.r:,-· media. ·;;p,;_;ci-:1.l ist. A,:,:or·din9 
to ~:i ch ( l '?:30), the gr·,::,1Jp ,.,.,; 11 need the expert i s.e c,f 
the medial ibrarian to assist them in their choices of 
the appropriate media equipment and materials to help 
tha.t child a.tt.:1.in the est.:1.bl ished gc1.:1.l·=· a.nd ob._iecti1.,1e·=·· 
Purpose and Problem 
The purpose of this study was to make a 
person.:1.l i zed pl-:1.n ,:,f enr· i ,:hment fc,r· e.:1.ch ·:.trJdent in ·='· 
high school special education class at Tripoli High 
S,:h,::,ol, Tr·ipol i, IovH., a.nd to deter-mine the effe,:t such 
a. per··:-on.:1.l ized pl.:1.n ,::,f enr·i,:hment h.:1.s ,::,n 1 ibrar·::•·· u·::.e 
the·=·'=' a.dcile·::-cent ·;;.tudent·;;., By individu-:1.l izing 
·='· t t e n t i on t o e ·='· c h s t u de n t , h e ./ s. h e ma.::•·· be c om e f a.m i 1 i .;;._ r· 
with those materials that interest him/her and may 
learn how to find materials independently. With this 
newfound knowledge, the students may feel competent in 
the 1 ibrary media center and because of that competence 
might interact with other high school students more. 
The 1 ibrary media center will become a place where the 
special education students will be socially at ease and 
where interaction between them and other high school 
students can take place in a supporti1.,1e atmosphere. 
What effect does the implementation of a 
persc,n.;;..l ized pl.:i.n c,f enr·ichment h-:1.ve ,:,n 1 ibr·.:i.r·:-,--· m'='dia. 
c'='nter use by mildly retarded adolescents? The 
concerns for the least restrictive educational 
environment possible and individualized media that best 
fit the needs of each student are coupled with the 
concern that the mildly retarded adolescent feels 
,:ompe tent 1..,.1 i th the 1 i br·.;;..r·::,' med i .;;.. center· .9.nd the 
materials within and wants to interact with other high 
school students there. In the past special education 
students at Tripoli High School have come to the 
1 ibrary media center weekly for one class period for 
i n ·=· t r· 1J ,: t i on i n h 01., .. 1 t ,::, u s e t h e 1 i b r· .a r y .;i. n d f or 
enrichment as a class. They have not willingly come to 
the 1 i br .;,.ry med i .;i. center· dur· i n,;;i their· fr·ee ti me to u·:.e 
the mater·ial-=-• 
H/p c, these·;:, 
The following hypotheses were tested: 
1. A personal plan of enrichment for mildly retarded 
.;,.dole·=·•:ent-;;. wi 11 incr·e.a·:-e ,;.,1 .• ,.1.;;..r·enes-:E .. ;,.nd u·:-e c,f the 
1 ibrary media center by a majority of the students. 
2. A majc,rity of the students will be able tei find 
materials that interest them independently. 
3. A majority c,f the students will spend some of their 
fr·ee per· i c,d·s in tt-,e 1 i br·.:i.r·y med i .:,. ,:enter·. 
Assumptieins and Signifcance 
The basic assumption underlying the study is that 
an individual will use something more often because 
he/she is familiar with how to use it and because it 
has a direct impact on his/her personal interests and 
A second assumption is that mildly mental]~ 
retarded adolescents have interests that can be met by 
the sch,:11:,l 1 i br·a.r·::,-- medi .21. center. Another assumption is 
that when a student has self-confidence in his/her own 
that self-confidence can be demonstrated. 
This study has significance at Tripol 
where one of the 1 ibrarv media center goals is to 
provide open access to all kinds of materials for all 
The high school special education class does 
n o t c om e t c, t h e l i b r· .21. r· Y me d i .21. c e n t e r· e ;-,: c e p t ·='- t 
regularly scheduled times and very seldom do individual 
students from the class come during free time. 
not because these students are being excluded. 
it is because the students do not feel comfortable in 
the 1 i br· a.r· ::,-· med i .21. center· . Hopefully, a personalized 
plan of enrichment for each student in the class can 
meet the needs of individuals and give the students 
confidence to use the center on their own. 
Any significance such a study might have on other 
ibrarv media programs which include mainstreamed 
special education classes and mi Idly retarded 
adolescents is dependent on each individual situation 
There may be ideas that can be used by 
others in similar situations. 
Definition of Terms 
Many terms have importance to this research. 
Without knowing the meaning of them, the research will 
not make sense. The first of these terms is mental 
retardation. According to the American Association on 
Mental Deficiency, mental retardation refers to 
significantly subaverage general intellectual 
functioning existing concurrently with deficits in 
adaptive behavior and manifested during the 
developmental period (Meyen, 1982, p. 201). Adaptive 
behavior is the effectiveness and degree to which an 
individual meets age-related standards of 
self-sufficiency and social responsibility in his or 
her· ,:u l t•.Jr·.:1. l gr·oup (Me::,··en, 1 982, p. 201). 
Developmental period refers to the period between birth 
and age twenty (Lucas and KarrenbrocK, 1983, p. 87). 
Because there is disagreement within the field of 
special education about definitions and categories of 
handicapness, it is necessary to include many other 
definitions in this paper. An impairment is a mental 
or physical condition resulting in an incapacity. 
Impairments vary in degree. An example of an 
imp -:1. i r·me n t t h-:1. t i s , ..., er·::,,· ·=- 1 i gh t mi gh t be an i n -:1.b i l i t v t ,:, 
run a second mile. Quadriplegia might be a great 
i mp-:1. i r·men t ( D.:1. 1.,1 is -:1.nd D-:1.v i =·, 1 980, p. 7). Di S-:1.b i l i t Y 
is a task that a person cannot fully do because of an 
impairment. A handicap is a 1 imit imposed on disabled 
persons by society (Davis and Davis. 1980, p. 7). 
The term learning handicapped comes from the 
California Master Plan for Special Education, 1974. 
This term combines educably mentally retarded, learning 
disabled and behavior disabled. Learning handicapped 
is defined as inefficient school learners whose 
deviations in school achievement, and possible social 
adjustment, .;,.r·e ·:E.o ma.rked -:1.-=- to nece·:E.•sit.ate :.pecia.lized 
Educ.;,.bl e 
mentally retarded and mildly retarded are synonyms. 
Learning disabil itY was defined by the United States 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare as 
disorders in the understanding or processing of 
l.:1.ngu.:1.ge, including difficultie·s in li·sti?ning, 
thinking, talking, reading, or mathematics. H,:,1.,.1e ,.,, er , 
these problems are not considered to be learning 
,:l i ·:E.a.b i 1 i t i e =· i f they .:1.r· e pr· i mar· i l y due to l.J i ·=-U .:i. l , 
aur·.:.l.l, ,::,r· motc,r· h.:1.ndica.p·=·, to ment.:i.l r·eta.r·d-:.l.ti,::in, t,:, 
emotional disturbance, or to environmental disadvantage 
Important to this research study are the terms 
n,::,r·m.a 1 i za ti on, ma i nstr·e-:.l.m i ng, .:i.nd enr· i chmen t. 
to, and placed in, environments that approximate normal 
enlJir·onment·=· tc, the m-:.l.:x:imum extent pc,·::.:-ible in light c,f 
1 0 
their· ,j i ·s.ab i 1 it:, .. (M.:lf.CM i 11 an, 1 986, p. 70,:S). 
Mainstreaming is a term that was coined to mean 
integrated education in the least restrictive 
environment for handicapped and nonhandicapped together 
(Harris, Banbury, and Litton, 1980, p. 40), Enrichment 
is the programming and special activities provided by 
the medi .:lf. ·spe,: i -9.l i ·=-t in the a.r·eas of r·e.adi ng, 
1 istening, and viewing (Lucas and KarrenbrocK, 
Special education can be defined as a 
specially designed instruction program, at no cost to 
parents or guardians, to meet the unique needs of a 
handicapped child (Schipper, p.18). 
Lim i tat i on s 
The population for this research study was 1 imited 
to those students diagnosed mildly mentally retarded 
between the ages of fourteen and nineteen in the 
special education program at Tripoli High School. The 
research study was conducted during the fall semester 
of 1988 and included only those students who began and 
ended that fa.11 ·:-eme·:-ter· in ·school. 
involves only the relationship of those students to the 
1 ibrary media center and program. All other aspects of 
their education are not considered part of this 
r· e ·=· >? .:lf. r· c h ·=· t u d ::,·· . 
1 1 
Ch-:i.pter 2 
Review of Related Literature 
Es·::.enti.:i.1 t,:, the under··::.t.;i.nding of the mi 1dl::,·· 
ment.:i.l 1:,.-· r·et.:i.r·ded ·;;tudent in the 1 ibr·.;,_r·Y medi.:i. center· 
is a knowledge of how these students process 
information and learn. Some common misconceptions 
often held about the mentally retarded are: 
1. All ment.:1.ll::,·· r·et.:1.r·ded .;,.r·e identic.:1.l in 
Ch .:i.r· .;.,,: t er· I -=· t I Cs. 
2. They have a particular set of behaviors 
because they are mentally retarded. 
3. The mentally retarded cannot change. 
(l..•.Jr·i,;iht, 197''i', p. 7,£) 
Nothing could be farther from the truth. 
learns differently, reacts differently, and responds 
di ffer·en t l ::.-·. 
Many children who are diagnosed as mildly retarded 
can be educated in regular classrooms with varying 
de,;ir·ee-;;. of -;;.pe,:i-:1.l .:1.ttenti,:,n a.nd ,:.:1.n 1 ive •.)ir·tua.l ly 
unnoticed in their community. As adults, mildly 
retarded people probably will be able to take care of 
themselves, earn a 1 iving, and i , ...,e independent 1 y 
(Lucas and Karrenbrock, 1983). 
Ch .:1.r· a.,: t er· i -=· t i cs, Ab i 1 i t i es .:1.n d Need·::. of the Mi 1 ,j 1 Y 
Mentally Retarded 
Mildly mentally retarded students may have the 
following characteristics in varying degrees: 
1. In.:1.bi 1 it::,·· to f,:,l 1 ,:,,.,._, mu 1 ti -·:-tep di r·ec: ti ,:,n·=-




7 ,· . 
-:1.C t i ~} i t i e ·=· 
Tendency to imitate rather than create 
Poor abstract reasoning abi 1 ity 
Difficulties in concentrating and 
le.;;..rning 
Inability to apply learning from one 
situation to another or to anticipate 
,: on-=-e q 1J en,: es 
In.;;..bility to see -:.imiJ.;;..r-itie·=· a.nd 
differ-ences in objects or situations 
8. Slower development than other people of 
the same chronological age 
9. Delayed or poor motor coordination 
1 0 • Pc,or· eye -h a.n d ,: ,: .. :,r· di n at i c,n • ( 1 .• Jr· i gh t , 1 '7'79, 
Su,:h ,:h.;;..r·acter·istic-=- impose r·ea.1 1 imitations ,:,n 
12 
learning. The mildly mentally retarded student deals 
best with concrete, specific, experience-derived ideas 
r·.:i.ther th-E<.n a.bstr·.;;..ct, 9ener·.;;..l ized ,:oncept·;;. They ha.ve 
trouble separating the main idea from extraneous facts 
and usually can concentrate only on one topic at a time 
<Baskin and Harris, 1982). 
Special education and the research supporting this 
education has changed much in the last twenty-five 
In 1965 special education classes contained 
educable mentally retarded students with an IQ of -1 
standard deviation below the mPan or roughly the 
equ i va.1 ent c,f a.n IGJ. c,f 85 (M-:i.ct···li 11 a.n et -i:!.l, 1986). 
These children were taught in a self-contained 
classroom completely separated from other students. No 
provision was made for individual differences. 
push for the least restrictive environment for 
education, the population of the mildly mentally 
retarded in special education classrooms changed. 
of the mildly mentally retarded were mainstreamed with 
resource room help. The make-up of the mi Idly retarded 
special education classroom is now students with an IQ 
between 55 and 70. According to the findings of 
Grossman, as quoted by MacMillan et al (1986), the 
programs in 1965 included many students of higher 
a.bi 1 i ty th-:i.n tc11j.:i_::,.-····s ·:-pe,: i-:i.l educ.:i.t i ,::,n cl -:i.sses. 
Today's mildly retarded student cannot be integrated 
into any classroom without adaptation of the present 
pr· c11;,r· a.m . 
Research with the mildly mentally retarded has 
been incon-=-i·stent bec.:i.U·:-e c,f me.:i.·=·'Jr·ement -:i.nd •._.1.:1.l idi t::,-·· 
pr· c,b l ems. According to MacMillan, Keogh and Jones 
(1986), there are few achievement norms for the mi Idly 
mentally handicapped, making it difficult to ascertain 
whether growth is fast, slow, or at an expected rate. 
Yoshida found it possible to get highly reliable 
achievement test data with a standardized achievement 
He u·:-ed ,:,1Jt-of-le 1.,rel te·:-tin,;, pr·,:iced1Jr·e·=· 1.,.Ji th 
mildly mentally handicapped children. 
teachers indicate the apprr:ipriate level of test t,:, 
-:i. dm i n i ·=- t e r· (t··fa. c M i 1 1 -:i. n e t -:i. 1 , 1 9 B 6 ) • Th i s me -:i.n t th -:i. t 
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mi ldlY retarded students took achievement tests with 
other students at the same mental age, whereas the 
chronological age varied as much as four years among 
elementary age students. An accurate assessment of 
achievement would be valuable in selecting educational 
materials to use with the individual student. E•._.1en 
with Yoshida's findings, a teacher must first learn a 
·:.t1Jdent····=- .;..bi 1 i tie·=· befor·e the .;..ppr·opr·i.;..te 1e .. _.1el te·:.t 
may be chosen for him/her. 
There is no known instrument that can accurately 
measure the impact of a special education program. 
Zigler and Trickett, quoted in Special Education 
tests do not test the full range of special education 
program effects. Measurement should include physical 
social and heal th domains. IQ testing, according to 
Zigler and Trickett, does not measure changes in 
and in long-term outcomes. 
Baker and Bender (1981) quoted the Bill of Rights 
of the Handiapped. This Bi 11 of Rights puts forth the 
f ,:i 1 1 01A1 i n g u n .£<. l i e n ·"'- b 1 e r· i g h t s of h .;.. n d i ,: .£<. p p e d p e op 1 e : 
1. The right to early detection 
2. The right to adequate heal th services and 
med i c .;..1 c .;..r· e 
3. The right to education to the fullest 
e:,-,: tent pQ·=··=· i bl e 
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outcomes related to efficient functioning in society 
Examples of molar 
learning are vocational skills, social skills, and 
skills related to independent functioning. The mildly 
mentally retarded adolescent needs help in gaining 
ife experiences to function in society. 
The overriding task at this age is to 
est .ab l i ·=-h .an i n dependent , c .:1.p -:1.b l e ·=·'=' 1 f i n .a 1 l 
areas of 1 ife. To do this, adolescents must 
learn to accept their bodily changes; to 
establish satisfactory social and sexual 
roles with their peers; to develop personal 
opinions and commitments in social, religious 
and political matters; and to develop a 
worthwhile sense of self and of personal 
values. They must develop as far as possible 
in their capacity to care for themselves, 
ea.r·n .a 1 i ,_.,in•~, in ter·.:1.c t pr·,:11:1u,: ti t.Je 1 ::,·· ,.,.Ji th 
others, and find congenial companions and 
, .. ,J,:,r· t h1,,,h i 1 e r· e c r· ea. t i c,n -:1. 1 i n t er· est~-. (Lu,: .:1. ·=· -:1.n d 
~:::.:1.r r· en br· ,:11: K , 1 '7'8:=:, p . 1 20) 
A third element in the philosophy of special 
education is that emphasis should always be placed on 
the abilities, not the 1 imi t.:1.tions, ,::,f di·:--:1.bled 
students (Lucas and Karrenbrock, 1983). 
Public Law 94-142 began the process of 
mainstreaming of mildly mentally retarded students into 
the regular classroom. Inherent to this mainstreaming 
process is cooperation among the faculty and 
administration and support for this process. 
Cooperation and support were necessary before 
adaptation of instructional methods and materials could 
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begin. D a. • ..J i s an d Dav i ·=- ( 1 9 SO ) i n c l u de -=· t h e -f cil l c,1 .. , ..1 i n 9 
points in a "mainstreaming model" for educators: 
1. All humans are intimately formed by and 
related to a social setting. 
2. All humans learn and change throughout 
their· li• . .Je-: .• 
3. All humans have a right to learn and 
,:h.ange their· l i t,ie·=·. 
4. Community offices and institutions must 
ser·vea.11. 
5. t·~o h 1.Jm-:1.n i ·=- ex,: e pt i ,:,n .al i n the ·=-en se of 
be i n g h a.n di ,: a.pp ed. "Ha.n di ca.pp e d II i ·=- the 
label for people who have been unjustly 
excluded by the design of the system. 
( p • :35) 
1_;,1c,r· k 1 .. ,.1 i th the h .and i ,: -~-Pp e d ·=-tu dent i n the s,: h ,: .. :, l t c, 
be c ,:,me -~.1., . 1ar· e ,:,f the m-~.n ::,·· r· e s,:,1.J r· c e -=·, i n cl 1.J di n g h uma.n , 
technological and material, that can be drawn upon to 
support the teacher and handicapped student in the 
school environment. Human resources are the special 
education resource room teacher, the school 
p ·:-::--·ch c.J ,:,g i ·=· t , the the r· a.p i ·=· t , the med i a. spec i a. 1 i ·=- t , a.n d 
the ,:a.r·eer· de 1.,1e l ,::,pmen t spec i a.list. These people must 
decide the level and type of cooperation that are 
avai ]able from parents, peers, volunteers, aides, and 
a.dm i n i st r· -~- t c,r· ·=·. This cooperative team must also find 
out what kinds of adapted instructional materials and 
media are available, as well as any special equipment 
that might be available in the school district to 
fa,:i 1 i t.~.te in·:-tr·ucti,:,n (l,.Jei·;:.ger·ber·, 1·~?4, p. 24). 
1 0 ·-· 
The mildly mentally retarded adolescent has many of 
the same emotional needs of any other adolescent. 
However, these students are often excluded by peers and 
ostracized from social groups. Al 1 i n di 1 • .i i d1J .:;,. l ·;;, 
handicapped and non-handicapped, have the same needs 
to feel positive and good about themselves; 
to explore and clarify their own values; to see and 
emulate successful role models; to participate in 
educational programs at each level and to actually be 
recruited into such programs; to associate with and 
socialize with others; to talk with someone about their 
p r· ob l ems , a. b i 1 i t i e =· a. n d d r· e .am-;. ; ·='· n d , t c, ,.J o i c e t h e i r· 01,,m 
opinions and participate in the planning of services 
for them (California Advisory Council on Vocational 
Ed1J ca. t i on , 1 ·:.::'78, p . 1 '?) • 
Gerber· a.nd Ha.r·r· i ·;; ( 197';') l .:;,.be 1 the mi I dl ;..-· men ta. I l y 
retarded student as perceptually handicapped. 
A,:cor·d i n,;;i tc, the·;..e a.u th,:,r··=·, the per·,:ep t1Ja I i na.dequa.c i e-;. 
c,f the mildly r·e t.ar·ded ·:.tudi?n t, v . .1hen .app 1 i ed tc, ·:-oc i -:i. l 
.:;,.n d i n t '=' r· per· -;.c,n a. l re 1 at i ,:in :-h i p ·=·, i n , .., o 1 '·-' e i n .:;,.,: ,: 1J r· -:i. t e 
perception and conceptualization of social and personal 
m.:;,. t t er·=·. Social development in such children lags 
several years behind nonhandicapped children at thi? 
elementa.r·/· -;.choc,l le• . .Ji?l (p. 380). Such students have 
defini ti? 1 imitations placi?d on them socially by 
society. These adolescents generally have normal 
However, their sexual desires often 
remain unfulfilled because society finds some mental Jy 
retarded people physically unattractive and because 
some mentally retarded people have poorly developed 
social ski 1 Is. They may make inappropriate sexual 
advances to other persons, or they may not be adept in 
reading nonverbal clues that tel 1 whether or not their 
advances are welcomed. Unwelcomed advances can lead to 
r· e .j e ct i c,n a.n d e '···'en h c,·s t i 1 i t ::,... i n ,:, the r· ·=-, 1.,.Jh i ,: h i n turn 
may trigger anger or hurt in the retarded person (Lucas 
-3.nd l{.3_r·r·enbr·c11:k, 19B:3, p. 116). 
These students also have very real choices to make 
about their lives, and the choices made will have a 
profound effect on their futures. The::,· need 
information about contraception, abortion, venereal 
.3_n,j the res.p,::,n·:- i bi I it i e·s ,:,f ma.r·r i .3_9e -3.nd pa.r·en thc11:,d. 
Mentally retarded persons have the ri9ht to make their 
own choices on the most informed level of which they 
are capable, but they have a right to the help they 
need to make a choice that is wise for both themselves 
-3.n d ·sc11: i et::,-·· ( L1J c .:;1. '=· a.n d l<.:1.r· re n br· o,: k , 1 9B:3, p . 11 6) • 
Ma.,:Mi 11 l-:1.n et .:1.l. (1986) qu,:,te .:1 ·=-t•Jd::,·· by Zigler· 
in which the position is advanced that the mildly 
retarded represent the lower end of the normal 
di str· i but ion ,:of i ntel Ii gence. The researcher maintains 
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th -9. t these ch i 1 dr· en -9.r e n orm.9. 1 i n the sense th a. t 
differences between them and higher IQ children are 
differences of degree, not kind. Nc,r·m.9.1 i z -9. t i on 
suggests that the disabled person be exposed to, and 
placed in, environments that approximate normal 
envir·,:,nment·=· to the ma.ximum extent p,:,·:.sible in 1 ight of 
their· di: .. abi 1 it~.·. Ther·e i·=· ·='- fine line beti.AJeen 
exposing a mildly retarded student to as normal an 
environment as possible and not providing those 
services and educational adaptations that al low the 
student to function normally. The student wants to be 
normal and wants to be treated as a normal student. 
The individual can easily meet the need to be perceived 
a.·=- n,:,r·ma.l if he or· ·:-he is 11.Ji 11 i n,;;i -9.nd able to hi de 
those things which do not meet the standard, but the 
psychological price for such conformity is high and not 
all differences can be hidden even when the desire to 
Society's loss, when individuals 
·:-uppr·e·:-s their· uniquene·=··=·, ''=· -9.t lea.-=.t -9.·=· gre.9.t a.·=- the 
loss to the individual (Lucas and Karrenbrock, 1983, 
p. 25) • The mildly retarded adolescent can work toward 
n,:,r·m-9.1 i Z-9. ti on, but he ..... ··=-he nee,j·=- ind i ,.,. i dua.1 a.s:. i ·=- t.::i.nce 
th r· orJ 9h c,u t h i ,;;ih s,: ho,:, I t ,:, d,:, -=·•=•. 
There is agreement among authors of books and 
-9.r· tic 1 e·s .9,t11:,u t -=-tuden t di sa.b i 1 it i es th.9. t the ab i 1 it i e·:-
of the individual must be stressed. "An::,·· di -=-a.bi 1 i ty 
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which an individual has should be de-emphasized. 
Instead, the individual should be thought of and 
treated as a person, as a human being. Chi 1 dr·en -:i.nd 
young people who have a disabi1 ity are persons first of 
-:i.11 -:i.nd the::,· .:,;..r·e 11 di-=--:1.bled 11 , 11 h.:1.ndi,:.:1.pped 11 , 11 ·;;.pe,:i.:i.l", 
1:ir· 11 e ::-,: c e pt i ,:,n a. l " ·;;.e ,: c,n dar· i l .._,, .. 11 ( De q u i n , 1 '7'8:3, p . 91 ) . 
Thi·;;. errq:::,h.:1.·=·i·;;. ,:,n the individu.:i.1 i·,s centr·al to 
special education of the mildly mental 1y retarded. 
The I EP, Ind i 1._.1 i du.:i.l i zed Edu,:.:i. ti c,n Pl -:i.n, 
mandated by Pub1 ic Law 94-142 requires the 
development of programs tailored to the 
individual. The IEP is both a diagnostic and 
prescriptive process for an individual child 
or young person. It encompasses diagnosis of 
a child's specific educational needs based on 
1 .. ,.1h.:1.t the indi 1._.1idu.:1.l h.a..s a.c,:,:,mpl i·;;.he,j a.nd i·;;. 
able to do, as well as what the child needs 
t ,:, l e .:i.r· n . I t i ·=· a. st -:i. t eme n t ,:,f the ch i l d,. ·=· 
-=-tr·engths, a.bilities, a.nd ·;;.pe,:ia.1 pr·oblem·=·, 
identifying the specific services that will 
be provided to meet the child's learning 
needs. It also prescribes appropriate 
learning tasks in the form of instructional 
objectives which are relative to the child,.s 
developmental age and grade placement and 
,..,.1h i ch f ,:ic U-=· c,n 1 e .:i.r· n i n g -=· t ::,' l e , m,:ida. 1 i t ::,·· 
functions, and skills in specific areas which 
are relev.:,;..nt t,:, the individua.l. (Deq•Jin, 
If the mildly mentally retarded are diagnosed on 
the ba·:-i-=- of the -:i.bove qu.:i.l ifi,:-:1.tions, then 
prescriptions can be made for the use of media to which 
they can most easily relate and through which they wi 11 
learn most successfully (Dunn, 1971). t··fa. t e r· i a. 1 ·=- .:,;.. r· e 
matched to the individual student to best meet the 
ir,·;;.tructic,n-:i.l ob.je,:tives ,:if the individu.:i.l ized 
education plan and the interests and needs of the 
student. 
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Kirk and Gallagher (1979) have defined the 
individual differences of people in two ways. 
Interindividual differences refer to the variabi I ity 
between people, those differences that exist among and 
between members of a group. Those differences might be 
he i gh t , 1,,,1e i 1;ih t , r· e ad i n g -9.b i 1 i t y, 1 .. ,.ir- i t i n g a.bi 1 i t y, a.n d 
many other characteristics. Int r· a. i n di •.) i du -9. l 
di ffer·ence·;;. r·efer· t,::, the di ffer·ences in -9.b i l it i es 
v.J i th i n a.n i n di ,_.., i d1.J a. l . Each child or young person has 
unique assets and deficits, and it is more important to 
be aware of these differences within the individual 
than to compare the individual with other children or 
y,:,ung peep 1 e. This concept has become dominant in 
special education and forms the basis for developing an 
instructional program for a particular child which 
con f c,r·ms to the i n di 1,.1 i du .a 1 ,· ·=- .ab i 1 i t i es .and di -;;.a.bi l i t i e ·;; 
rather than a comparison of the individual disabled 
child with other children, either disabled or 
a.bl e-t11:11ji ed. 
Library Media and Services for the Mildly Mentally 
f;:e t a.r· de d 
Li br·ar·y media. spec i .al i -;;.t·;;. h-9. 1.,1e 1.Jn i que a.bi 1 it i es tc, 
ad.apt ma. t er· i a. 1 ·;; and match i n di ~,. i d1.J a. l i n t ere-;;. ts -9.n d 
needs to specific materials. The media specialist does 
not need ti::i ha.• . .,1e -=-pecia.1 tr·.ainin9 in the 
characteristics of retardation. Library personnel 
·;;houl d cc,nsi der· them .as they d,::i ,::ither· 1 i br·a.r·:,-· p.:j.tr·on-=-, 
individuals with special need·=· (Bennett, 1974). 
The library media needs of the mildly mentally 
retarded are much the same as their peers. They need 
materials in a format that best suits their needs, 
information on vocations, recreation, and interests, 
materials that adapt to their own educational needs and 
900d reference service (Lucas and KarrenbrocK, 1983). 
These 9uidel ines are su99ested for 1 ibrarians 
considerin9 beginning a program with mentally 
retarded individuals at a variety of age and 
developmental stages: 
1. Get ti::i knmA.1 the in,jit,.1id1J.al. Libr·a.r-y 
staff should spend enough time with 
individuals to get to know interests, 
have some estimate of reading level 
and 9ain the confidence of the 
mentally retarded as a person. 
Mentally retarded come with a variety 
of interests and needs. Library 
programs and services will need to be 
matched with their needs and 
in ter·e·;;t·;; .. 
2. Use activities that involve as many 
of the senses as possible. 
3. Make use of cues and repetition. 
4. Involve the visual media in 
presentation. (Wright, 1979) 
The 1 ibrary media specialist can have input on 
nor-ma 1 i z.:j_ ti c,n tr·a in in,;;, ,:,f the mi 1 dl :~.- r·e t.ar·ded 
adolescent. The bagic concept of normalization is the 
u t i 1 i z .:j_ t i on ,:if i n ·=·tr· u ,: t i on a 1 tr· a. i n i n g a.n d per ·=·•=•n .a 1 
techniques that are as normal as possible, given the 
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i n di • ..> i du·='- 1 ... -=· di s.:i.b i 1 i t :,·· , to he 1 p the i n di • ..> i d1J -:i. 1 9.:1. i n 
leisure, which are as near our cultural norms a~ 
possible. These techniques might include training in 
appropriate conduct, dressing for the activity at hand, 
work habits and procedures, and knowledge of other 
person/s expectations (Wright, Tra.i n i ng 
can be done through a variety of media, and the media 
in selecting media that fit the individual students 
needs. The more exposure that students have to 
cultural norms and expectations, the greater chance 
that these norms and expectations can be absorbed by 
The 1 ibrary media specialist can have direct 
impact on the individual student by providing 
infor·m.:i.tic,n abc,1Jt the per·s,::,na.l interes.ts. of e.:i.ch 
Students may or may not ask for help in 
locating media that satisfy personal interest needs. 
The 1 i br· .:i.r· y med i .:i. spec i a. l i ·=· t c a.n 1J ·=-e these i n t er· e ·=· t ·=- to 
ins.pi r·e l ,:,c.:i.t i ,:,n ·=-k i 11 s a.nd i ndepo:nden,:e in the 1 i br.:i.r·::,-·· 
me,j i a. center·. Such information-seeking is often 
inspired by hobbies and can be very wide ranging. 
Information-seeking behavior based on personal 
interests, however they arise, wi 11 probably be more 
long-lasting than that based on schoolwork, mass media 
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or age-group interests. Such interests are not as 
likely to be outgrown (Lucas and Karrenbrock, 1983, p. 
11 7) • The mildly retarded adolescent can learn to use 
t h e l i b r· -:1. r· :>·· me d i -:.\ ,: e n t e r· t ,::; ·=- -:1. t i -=- f y h i s/ h e r· ,:,1,-.m 
information needs and thereby gain s,:,me measure ,:,f 
independence -9.nd n,:,r·m-9.l i Z-9.t ion. 
Because the retarded adolescent has been shown to 
lag behind his/her peers in s,:,cial and intellectual 
skills, he/she needs all kinds of enriching activities 
to promote as normal devel,:,pment as possible. 
Edmonson, as quoted by Gerber and Harris (1979), claims 
that these skills can be enhanced by remediative 
intervention in the lower functioning retarded 
p 1:,p IJ ] -:1. t j ,:;in S , One special area of promise is in the use 
of 1 i ter-9.tur·e t,:, tr·-:1.i n per·,:eptu-9.l l y h-9.ndi capped 
children in social perceptual skill building. 
Programming and materials for guidance 
activites are particularly important for 
disabled children. Situations which are 
specially planned t,:, ensure pleasure, 
enrichment, and information are particularly 
valuable for these children who are often 
isolated from their peers, have difficulty in 
learning, and need special formats. 
Programming for disabled children should do 
at least five things: 
1. provide enrichment that reinforces 
academic learning and broadens their 
general Knowledge base; 
2. provide an atmosphere that invites 
-;;;.,:11: i-9.l i zat i ,:,n 1 .. <Ji tt·1 other· pe,:,pl e, 
p-:1.r· ti ,:u 1 .9.r· l :>·· ,:,ther· chi l dr·en; 
3. provide information which increases their 
,:oping ·=-l<ill-:- -9.nd enh-3.nce·:- their· life 
pr·,:,spec t·=-; 
4. provide opportunities for developing and 
·:--:i.t i ·;..f::,··i n,;i r·e,:r·ea.t i ,::in.:i.1 i nteres.ts.; 
5. encourage a supportive environment by 
helping adults and other children to 
learn about and understand disabled 
persons and to develop positive attitudes 
toward them. (Lucas and Karrenbrock, 
1S:'8:3, pp. 19E:-1S:·S:•) 
Enrichment activities can be used with mildly 
retarded adolescents individually and in groups. 
and the computer, are best done individually or in 
Others, such as viewing films and 
playing learning games, can be done with groups. These 
students should be made to feel welcome and their 
in ter·es.ts met. Scheduling into the 1 ibr·-:1.r·y medi-:i. 
center should be flexible so that both groups and 
individuals feel free to come. There should also be 
·:.cheduled s.e·;..·;..ion·=· in the l ibr·.ar·::,·· me-di-:i. center· ·;;,::i th-:i.t 
the 1 ibrary media specialist has time to plan ahead for 
the special needs that these students have (Lucas and 
Karrenbrock, 198:3). 
Printisrn is a stereotype that prevents the 1 ibrary 
med i ·='· spec i ,:l.1 i ·;; t f r,:,m pr·c,t,i id i ng .;;,.de qua. te l i br· ar· ::.-· 
=-er,_,. i ,: e t.::i a. 1 1 . I t i s. .an .;;,. t t i tu de th -:1. t pr· i n t i ·=· the 
only medium in a 1 ibrary that conveys information. 
Perceptually impaired persons, such as the mildly 
mentally retarded, have problems with print as the only 
format for information. 
This attitude presents problems in 1 ibrary 
·:-er· 1.,.1 i ,: es;. to di ·:-a.b 1 e d per· ·=·•=:in·=-. If ,::,n l y 
knowledge obtained from books is considered 
legitimate, those who cannot read codex books 
are by definition inferior. Librarians, 
dedicated to providing service for all 
individuals, cannot accept such a position. 
We must uphold the right of every child to 
receive information in the most accessible 
and useful form. We can alter the basis on 
which value judgments about media are made. 
We can judge all media, not on the basis of 
format or on ease of use, but according to 
function. We can judge it, not on the basis 
of what that format can or cannot do, but on 
1.A.tha.t tha.t indit_.1idua.l in-=-t-~.n,:e ,:,f the for·ma.t 
does for this individual child. (Lucas and 
k:.~.r·r·enbr·,:11:k, 19:::::3, p. 12?) 
There are several important criteria to consider 
when selecting media for the mildly mentally retarded 
adolescent. When choosing media, the fol lowing 
criteria should be considered: 
1. The text and illustrations in books must 
be consistent and free of discrepancies 
and distracting minor plots, minor 
characters, or shifting points of view. 
2. The text should have step-by-step logical 
chronological progression. 
:3. f···1a. t er· i -:i. l ·:. ITHJ ·:, t tie i ,je n t i c ,E4.1 i n ap p e .:1.r· a.n i: e 
to those used by peers. 
4. The plot must not be ambiguous, 
p-~.r·.~.d,::,x i cal , i r·on i ,: or· 1 a,:k in,~ in 
,: 1 o·:-ur· e. 
5. Ins tr·uc ti ,:,n-=· c,r di r·ec ti ,::,n·s mu·st be 
specific and clearly stated in proper 
sequence with no omissions. 
6. Audio visual narration must be slow and 
clear using vocabulary within the 
expected comprehension level of these 
pa.tr· ,:,n ·s. 
?. There should be minimal use of 
meta.ph,:,r·ica.l or· nonlit:er·a.l 1-~.n,;iu.:i.ge. 
8. The theme should be clear and over 
·:.t.:i.ted. 
9. There should be an absence of 
diversionary information, 
1 0 • The c c,n tent , v i ·;;.u .:1. 1 i m.:1.ge s 
should be age appropriate. 
Ha.r·r· i -=·, 19:32, pp. 81, 82) 
.;;,.n d 1 .:1.n gu a.,;ie 
( 8.:1. -=-k i n a.n d 
The interests of retarded adolescents are very 
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similar to their peers, but they are often deficit in 
interpersonal relationships and are distressed by this. 
These students have a need for books and materials that 
promote social skills and provide good models for 
emulation (Harris and Baskin, 1982). Readers' advisory 
services are especially important because of the 
limited a.va.i 1-:i.bi 1 it::•· ,:,f m.:i.ter i a.1-=- in .:1.ppr·,:,pr· i a.te 
In the ide.;;,.1 ·;si t1J.:1.ti,:,n the 1 ibr·a.r·ian ,:an 
recommend materials which meet the ;~,terests or needs 
of a child and at the same time are available in the 
format recommended for that child. l,Jhen th i ·=· i ·=- nc,t 
p,:,·=·-=•i bl e, it i -=· m,:,r·e imp,:,rtant t,:, meet the i nfor·mat i c,n 
need than to provide the best format. It is important 
to help them get the information they need by adapting 
materials or locating appropriate materials or locating 
appropriate materials to borrow or buy Clucas and 
The most serious deficit, as far as academic 
·:.ucce·;;.-=. i ·=· ,:oncer·ned, i ·=- in the ar·e.:1. ,:,f in te 1 1 ec t1-1.:1. l 
functioning. The mildly mentally retarded need 
considerable redundancy and reinforcement. 
Multi sensory experiences are often successful with the 
mentally retarded. These students need short 
self-contained materials that address the gaps in basic 
knowledge of their immediate environment and help in 
the process of acculturation (Harris and Baskin, 1982). 
Audio visual materials have many elements that 
provide benefits to the mildly mentally retarded. No 
teacher has enough patience with numerous repetitions 
,::,f p e d.:i.n t i ,: m.:i. t er· i .:i. l • An .:i.u di ,:, v i ·;;.1.i .;;.. 1 1J n i t n e ,_.,er· 
expresses boredom, exh1b1 ts decay, or develops 
r· e ·;;. i ·=- t .:i.n ,: e t c, m.:i. t er· i .;;..1 i t i s ·='· ·;;.k e d to r· e p e .;;.. t • It is. 
truthfully difficult to conceive of any medium of 
instruction, with the exception of actual experience or 
contrived synthetic situations, that has the potential 
effe,:tit.Jeness c,f .:;1.1Jdio t)i-:.1J.:,1.l-:. (A·;;.erl ind, 1'7'c:,6, 
p. 727). 
Often it is possible to transform the content from 
one medium or format to another. This happens most 
often during story times or book talks. Fi 1 m-:. of bc,c,k -=· 
a.n d t11:11:,k -=· ,:,f ·=·'J ,: c e-:.·:.f u l f i 1 ms a.r· e c ,::,mme r· c i -:1. l I n st .:i.n ,: e ·=· 
of transformating. It is an extremely interesting 
process, allowing people with a disability that 
prevents them from absorbing a work in an original 
format to have access to content in another format. 
The content of human existence becomes available to 
many more people. Often it is not possible to 
transplant a work's entire content. I n -=· t e .;;..d the 
,:,r· i gi n.;;..l is .:1.n i nsp i r·.;;..t i ,::,n fc,r· the net.•.J for·m.:i.t. The ne1 .. ,,1 
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format carries a socially recognized core of the 
or·igin-:i.l, a.nd this ha.s. 1_i.:1.l1Je -:i.nd helps. -:1. persc,n 
1Jnderstand the original whole (Davis and Davis, 1980). 
This has strong implications for the library media 
·;;.pee i -:i.l i st .:i.nd ·2.er· 1 • .J i ,:es tc, the mil ,j] ;,·· ment.:i.l l :,·· 
retarded. Often these st1Jdents cannot 1Jnderstand a 
t,,11:,r-~:: of l i ter.a t1Jr·e in the or· i g i n.:i. l fc,r·m-:i. t, blJ t the 
student can be exposed to the original meaning by audio 
vis1Jal materials inspired bv the original. 
Another format that has strong support, for the 
mi 1 d l y men t -:i. l l y r· et .:i.r· de d -:i.dcil e ·2.c en t , i s the per· i ,:,di c .:i. l 
Popular magazines are important to use in working with 
the mentally retarded because magazines camouflage 
reading problems and have no labels as do many reading 
te::-::ts. The structure is suitable because pictures so 
often carry the message. The sentences are simple, the 
articles are short, and the vocabulary is on an 
understandable level. If the mentally retarded are 
going to grow out of reading popular magazines (Harris, 
Magazines act to camouflage the discrepancy 
between intellectually impaired children and their age 
mates, often providing bridges for sharing interests 
with their own nonirnpaired contemporaries 
Harris, 1982, p. 82). 
High interest-low reading level books for poor or 
reluctant teenage readers can be used with the mildly 
mentally retarded with success. These materials have 
short sentences, short paragraphs, simple plots, 
un,:,:,mp 1 i ,:.a ted di -:1. l ogue, -:l.nd c.ar·efu 11 y me.a·:-ur·ed tempo. 
Timeliness, format, appeal and readability should be 
carefully considered. Paperbacks with photographs, 
rather than drawings, are preferred CYASD 
High-Interest/Low Literacy Level Materials Evaluation 
Comm i t t e e , 1 9 8 0 , p • 1 '? 7 ) • 
The mildly retarded adolescent has a tremendous 
task during the years from fourteen to eighteen in 
reaching independence and establishing a 1 ife of 
He/she needs to develop a capacity to 
c-:l.r·e f,:,r· hi m·se 1 f./her .. se 1 f, e-:1.r·n -~ l i ,,., i ng, in ter·ac t 
productively with others and find congenial companions 
(Lucas and KarrenbrocK, 1983). Career instruction 
materials for the retarded adolescent should have the 
following criteria: 
independent steps, 
1) skills broken down into 
2) repetition of Job steps, 
:3) e.::1.·:-i ]::,· underst,:,c,d •.,ier·b-:l.l in·str·uction, -:l.nd 4) 
r·einfor·cement ·=·•Jppl ied (Aser·l ind, 1·;;•,:::.~.). 
There are few Known programs involving the mildly 
men t -:l. l l y re t ,:l.r· de d -:1.d,:, l e ·=-Cent .;o.n d 1 i br· -:l.r· /' med i -:l. center··=·. 
Perhaps the most well Known program described in the 
1 i terature is LIFE (learning Is For Everyone), a 
Library from September 1975 to June 1977. This p r·o9r a.m 
·;;c,u9ht t,:, in,:r·e.:i.s.e 1 ibr.:i.r::,' ser·1.,1 i,:e·=- f,:,r· the ment-:i.11:·,· 
handicapped of all a9es. Instructional materials used 
included toys, games, puzzles, books, magazines, 
records, multimedia kits, films and conventional print 
materials for the mildly to profoundly retarded, as 
well as a resource collection for parents, teachers, 
advocates, and the general public. Specific programs 
were held durin9 this time span that involved films and 
discussion groups for parents, story hours, films, 
,jr•.:i.ma.tic·s., hobby ,:lub-:-, hc,1 iday e 1Jents. for· reta.r·ded 
patrons, and special programs for children and young 
adults which attempted to foster an understanding of 
r·et.:i.rded peer··=-· Program developers Ferer and Zajac 
(1978) suggest ways to develop 1 ibrary services and 
programs for the retarded. Meanin9ful service can be 
pr· ,::, 1.,1 i de d .:i. t l i t t 1 e ,::ir· n ,:, -:i.dd i t i ,:,n al co·=· t to the 
1 i br·.:i.r·y. The only requirements really necessary are 
energy, adaptability, creativity, understanding, and a 
committed dedication to the principle of suitable 
ibrary service for all citizens. 
Ferer and Zajac (1978) suggest that the i brar::,--· 
media. spe,:i.:i.list -;;;.hc,1Jld identif:,-· tr,e r·eta.r·ded 
population, learn about retardation, and become 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































come to the media center and to choose their own 
materials (Newberry, 1980). 
A third program was tried at Huntington North High 
Sch ,:,o 1 i n Ind i .:1.n a.. The med i a. -==·Pe c i ·='· 1 i ·=· t a.n d the 
special education teacher integrated a program of 
1 ibrary media use and location skills with special 
education students who were mildly mentally retarded. 
Students were taught to use the card catalog to find 
specific titles on the shelves. Then the students were 
asked to select subjects of personal interest, and the 
1 i br· -:1.r· y med i ·='· spec i a.1 i st t >···p e d per· ·:-On a. l bi b 1 i ,:11;,r· .;;,.p h i e -~ 
of selected books for each student. Students looked up 
the titles in the card catalog and wrote the call 
numbers beside entries on the bibliography. If the 
student checked out the book, the student put a check 
m.:1.r·k be-~i de the booK···.=· ca.11 number ,:,n the l i-=-t. One 
result of this program was that students ended up 
helping each other. Another was that this group of 
·=·Pe c i .:1. l e ,ju ca. t i c,n st u de- n ts u-:.e- d the l i br· .:1.r· ::,·· ,,.,, i th mor· e 
unde-rstanding and consiste-ncy than any other students 
i n the ·;;.ch co 1 ( Mc,n g, 1 986) . 
These three programs were the only documented 
p r· o 9 r· .;;,.ms f ,:, •J n d i n t h e 1 i t e r· .;;,. t u r· e . On 1 ::,· one ,:,f the 
three took place in a school setting. This lack of 
d ,::i ,: um e n t e d p r· c11;;i r .;;,.mm i n g i n t h e 1 i t e r .;;,. t •J r· e ab o u t 1 i b r .;;,. r· )-' 
media programming for the mildly mentally retarded is 
regretable because practicing media specialists with 
mainstreamed mildly retarded populations have so 1 ittle 
to look toward for guidance. It is hoped that the 
research done in this study may be of some use to those 
in such situations. 
Ch -:i.p t er· 3 
t···le th oded c11~ 1 ::,· 
The population of this research study was thirteen 
mi Idly mentally retarded adolescents, al 1 students in a 
high school special education class at Tripoli High 
Sch ,:,o 1 , Tr· i po 1 i , I oi.•,1.:1 .• These students were between 
fourteen and eighteen years old. Only those students 
who began and ended the fall semester of 1988 were 
included in the study. 
The ·;.tudents 1,.,1er·e scheduled int,:, the 1 ibr·.:i.r·)' media. 
center for one period a week for 1 ibrary media skills 
instruction and enrichment. In addition to this 
per· i ,::,d, ·;:;tu dent·;:; (, . .1e r· e .:i.1 1 ,:,1.1 .. 1e d .:i.,: ,: es·;:; t ,::, the 1 i br· .:i.r· ::,· 
media center during their free periods throughout the 
The data gathering methods that were used were the 
structured interview, consultation with the individual 
student's special education teacher, and direct 
,::ib':.e r· ,.._, a. t i on of the ·=· t 1J dent i n the 1 i br· .;,.r· :>·· med i ·='· ,: enter· . 
A structured interview was conducted twice. At 
the beginning of the semester the researcher asked a 
,;;.et ,:,f questi,::,n·;:; ,::,f e.:i.ch ·;;.tudent dea.l ing 1 .. •.Ji th the 
student···s .;,,,_AJa.r·ene·;:;s of the 1 ibr·.:i.r·y medi.a center· a.nd the 
materials available within the center for student use. 
Questions were also asked about individual attitudes 
toward the library media center, staff of the media 
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center, and peers in their own class and in the school 
(See Appendi::< A··, 
A case study file was kept on each student. 
Conferences were held between the special education 
tea.cher· and the l i br·.:i.r·::,,· medi ·='· spec i .:1.l i :-t -:1.bc,ut the 
Ind i 1_.1 i du a. 1 i zed Educ at i c,n P 1 an f c,r· e .:1.c h -;; t 1J dent • 
Because of the large amount of time each Individualized 
Education Plan required, the researcher was not 
involved in the actual development of the plans. 
Ho1; . .1e•._.1er·, the Indi 1._.1idu-:1.l ized Ed1Jc.:1.tion Pl.:i.n fc,r ea.,:h 
student was discussed by the special education teacher 
-:1.n ,j the l i br· .:1.r :>-. med i a ·=·Pe c i ·='- l i ·=· t . 
di ·=·•= u ·;;s i ,::,n information was compiled about the 
-;;. t 1J dent·'·=· ab i l i t i e ·=-, di :-ab i l i t i e ·;;, pr· e -fer· r· e d 1 e .:i.r· n i n ,;i 
styles, notes on behaviors, teacher perceived 
i n t er· est-;;., re -:i. 1 i ·=- t i c car· e er· e :q:, e ,: tat i on·;;, a.n d ·;;tu dent 
c,::,mpe ter,c i e·;; .• Library media and programs were chosen 
for use with individual students and the students as a 
gr·c,1Jp c,n the b.a:-is ,::,f needs, inter-est·;;. a.nd abilities 
compiled from the interview and the conferences. 
Units for inclusion in the program were careers, 
parenting, and a personal plan of enrichment for each 
student based on that student's interests. These unit 
ideas were chosen after collaboration between the media 
·;;.peci.:i.list and the ·;;.pe,:ia.1 educ.:i.ti,::,n te.:i.cher· and 
a.ddr·es:.ed ,:c,ntinuing need:- tha.t the te-:e.cher believe-;;. 
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special education students face during adolescence. 
Objectives, activites, and materials used for each unit 
were developed. Students were tutored as a class and 
individual Jy in location skills and use of equipment. 
Students were encouraged to locate and use media 
independently and to operate equipment whenever 
possible. 
During the course of the semester the I ibrary 
media specialist and the media aide kept observation 
data of 1 ibrary media use during free time by the 
students in the population. Data were kept for five 
consecutive days every third week during the fal I 
semester of 1988, or thirty observation days. Records 
were kept of the individual using the media center, the 
Kinds of activities the individual chose to do there, 
whether the student found materials independently, and 
whether the student talked to peers in the 1 ibrary 
media center. (See Appendix 8) 
At the end of the semester the students had an 
exit interview where they were asked the same questions 
as those asked in the interview at the beginning of the 
fall semester. Questions were again asked about the 
students awareness of the 1 ibrary media center and the 
materials available for student use. Students were 
also asked about attitudes toward the ibrary media 
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center, staff of the media center and peers in the 
media center. 
Data were compiled from these interviews and the 
observation to determine whether these mildly retarded 
adolescents became more aware of the 1 ibrary media 
center as a source of information, learned to find and 
use materials of personal interest independently, and 
spent more free time in the ibrary media center. 
Ch-:i.p ter· 4 40 
Analysis of Data 
The students in this research study were a group 
of thirteen mildly mentally retarded adolescents 
between the ages of fourteen and eighteen who were part 
,::,fa ·:-pecia.l e-d1Jc.:1.ti,:,n ,:la.=-=· at Tr·ipol i High Schc11::,l, 
Tr· i p o 1 i , I ,:,1,-.. 1.;;, .• These students had IQs that ranged from 
65 to 85. They were all students who had difficulty 
succeeding in the regular classroom and were assigned 
to this classroom for the majority of the school day. 
All were integrated into regular classes as much as 
pc,ss. i bl e. The students were mixed as to reading 
abi 1 ity, comprehension of the written word, short and 
long term r·e,:a.11, ·;;c11: i al sk: i 11 =·, .and .;;,.bi 1 i ty to 
c ,:,mm 1J n i ,: a. t e • Some of the students came from very 
protective homes with very concerned parents. More of 
the students came from very troubled homes where the 
parents themselve-s were retarded or where verbal or 
emotional abuse was prevalent. 
This was a very interesting group to work: with as 
l e -:i.r· n i n g ·=· t :,·· 1 e ·=· v-Je r· e ,.,. er·;,·· di ff er· en t a.n d .;;,.bi 1 i t i es to 
process information varied widely. The variety within 
the class presented a constant challenge to adapt 
lesson plans, media, questioning techniques and 
evaluation. This was also a group where media were 
appreciated and enjoyed and where very strong interests 
in information were e~pressed. This group was 
re~reshinglY honest and to the point. 
to state approval or disapproval. 
They were quick 
The main challenge of working with this group 
proved to be maintainence of interest with individuals 
while working with the group as a whole. Some 
individuals had selectively short attention spans. 
Sometimes personal and emotional problems prevented 
concentration. When individuals pursued personil 
interests, this was never a problem. 
The makeup of the group depended on the 
perogative of the parents who agreed to have their 
child enter the program. Some students in regular 
classes had the same learning problems as those within 
this special education class but were not included 
because their parents would not agree for them to enter 
the program. Others within the program might have been 
able to have some success in the regular classroom but 
had parents who wanted them in the special education 
class. 
There were several problems in carrying out the 
research that affected the outcome of the study The 
students had much less actual free time at school to 
come to the ibrarv media center than was originally 
anticipated. Several students were involved with work 
study programs in school and in the town that took them 
away from the classroom for part of each day. 
job skills were very much a part of their education, as 
their employers participated in teaching skills and 
evaluation of those skills, but the Job training left 
several of the students with almost no free time at 
Because of the wide variety of home situations, 
some students were affected by problems of abuse. They 
suffered depression and anger which interfered with 
the i r· -:1.b i l i t y t ,::, l e .:i.r· n -:1.n d con cent r· .;;. t e • Sometime·;;. 
there were enough emotional problems within the 
c l -:"!. ·s ·=· r· c11::,m t h ·='· t t h e t e ·='· c h e r 1., . .1 o u 1 ,j de c i de t c, 1 i m i t 
movement of students in the building. T1 .. ,10 of the 
students in the study developed a romantic relationship 
a.n d met be f ,::,r· e -:1.n d ·='·ft er· ·s.c h ,:11::, l i n the 1 i br· .;;.r· ::,-· med i a. 
center·. These students used the media center staff as 
counselors in their relationship at times. Beca.u-;;.e 
these meetings did not take place within school hours 
their· u·s.e ,::,f the 1 i br·.;;.r·y media center· bef,::ir·e a.nd .:i.f ter· 
school was not included in the study. 
1 ibrary media center served a unique role for this 
pa. i r·. 
A problem that affected the uni ts taught and the 
methods of teaching was the wide variety of learning 
styles and the need for hands-on learning. Some of the 
students had almost no short term memory and units took 
4 ·:, ·-· 
much longer to complete because reteaching was 
necessary before the class could move ahead. S,:,me 
students could read and understand on a fourth or fifth 
grade level while others had trouble on a first 
For these students 
1 e -:1.r· n i n g ha.pp t? n e d be·=· t 1,,Jh t? n they ,: ,:,u l d u ·;;e a. l l the 
One problem that was not anticipated was the 
personal problems of the special education teacher that 
left her severely deprt?ssed many days and almost unable 
to fun,:tic,n. Units that were intt?nded to be team 
t.:1.u 1;iht bett .... ,een the medi.:1. -:.pecia.1 i-:-t and the cla.·ssr·.:,c,m 
teacher were instead taught only by the media 
sp t? c i a. 1 i st . This afft?cted the number .:,f units that 
could be taught. Another problem that affected the 
outcome of the study was the high rate of absentt?eism 
by some of the students. Some of the students wt?re 
absent one day in every four during the course of the 
·:.t1Jd:-,··. 
The students participated in a career study unit. 
The .:,bjective for the unit was that the students would 
be able to makt? realistic career choices considering 
their· c,i,,m in ter·e·:-ts .and a.bi 1 it i e·=·. The::,-· named h,i,:, 
career areas in which they expressed interest and did 
research in th.:,st? career areas in the Orcupational 
Outlook Handbook and The Encyclopedia of Careers. The:,·· 
fillt?d out a study guide on t?ach of their prospective 
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ca.reer· chc, ice·;; .• Then the students saw films and videos 
about their career choices, both in the scheduled 
ibrary media class situation and in free time in the 
I i br· a.r· ::,·· med i -:i. center· . Some students also talked to 
individuals working in the area of their career choice. 
The students evaluated their career choices according 
t ,:, the i r· ,:u.,m i n t er· e '=·ts .:i.n d a.bi l i t i e '=· .and de t e r·m i n e d 
v . rhether· c,r· not tho':-e choi ,:es 1A1er·e r·e.:i.l i '=-tic fc,r· them. 
Some '=· t 1J dent·=· be ga.n the u n i t •··'·-' i th some u n r· e .:i. l i '=· t i ,: 
career expectations. Two students wanted to be special 
education teachers, one a registered nurse, another a 
fashion designer, one an astronaut, one a secretary, 
and one a long haul semi-truck driver. All lacked the 
learning skills and reasoning ability to succeed in 
At the completion of the unit, students' 
exp e,: t .:i. ti ,:,n·;;. for· c .ar· e er· s ,,._,ere much m,:,r e r·e a. l i '=·tic. The 
st1Jdent·s m.ade ,:hoi,:e·;;. 1 il-::e tea,:her····s -:t.ides, ,:oc,i,;···s 
helper, nurse's aide, and janitor. Not a.11 ,:,f the 
student':. 1..•,1ere re.:i.l i st i ,: in their· ,:he, i ce·s, but they 
became more aware of problems and challenges that they 
might have when going into those career choices. 
The second unit taught was on parenting. The 
objectives of the unit were to have the students 
determine the monetary and emotional costs of 
parenthood so that the students might be able to make 
an informed decision to become a parent in the future 
4 ,:-. .J 
or· nc,t to become .a p-:i.r·ent at a.11. Thi·:=. unit 1.1.J-:1.·s ta.u9ht 
over a six week period durin9 which the class met in 
one hour weekly sessions in the 1 ibrary media center. 
Students did research in periodicals for parentin9 
advice and reported their findings to the whole class 
for discussion. They saw two parenting films and one 
The first film showed youn9 boys in a child care 
class learning to feed, bathe and diaper 
eight-to-twelve month old babies. Thi·=· f i 1 m 1,,.1a·s 
intended to show that child care is a learned ski 11 
that can be developed. The second film depicted three 
youn9 couples and their newborn infants coping with the 
first few weeks of life. Ph::,0 :- i c.:1. l , emot i on . .i.1 , a.nd 
economic demands of a newborn were made plain. The 
videotape gave thirteen hypothetical situations between 
parents and preschoolers. Each situation was carried 
orJ t t c, a. p ,::, i n t of con fl i ,: t be ti.,.ie en par· en t .:1.n d ch i 1 d. 
Then several alternate endings were enacted with pauses 
between the endings so that students had time to 
discuss which ending was the best and why. 
Next, students selected those things a newborn 
infant would need right away from a catalog of a large 
department store. The students decided what a baby 
would need, budgeted what they thought was a reasonable 
amount to spend on those needs, and determined from the 
budget and the needs what they would spend. Finally, 
the students filled out an evaluation form in which 
statements were given about parenting, and they marked 
behind each statement whether they agreed or disagreed. 
The responses of individual students to this unit 
were positive and interested as a whole. Many of the 
students were surprised at the amount of time, patience 
.a.n d mane y .:i. n et.•.Jb,:,r· n ba.by need·=·. A 1 l th c,1J gh t th .:i. t the:,·· 
could probably learn to take care o+ a baby, but some 
were not sure that they were motivated to do so. 
Several of the students made revealing remarks about 
the i r· ,:11,,.m h ,:,me 1 i f e du r· i n g the •.J i de,:, t .a.p e on ,: on f 1 i ct 
with preschoolers and possible resolutions. The cl.a.s·s 
came to the conclusion after watching this videotape 
that physical force should not be an option when 
de .a. l i n g 1, •• 1 i th a. ,: h i l d . Several made remarks that their 
own parents had handled them in physically abusive ways 
and that they would not do so to their own children. 
The third unit taught was one of library 
orientation to media relating to the students own 
personal interests. In this unit the students were 
.a.-:.ked ti:, l i ·st ,:,n a.n in ter·e·st i n• . Jen tor·;,·· -:-hee t ti.J.Jo 
subjects about which they were interested in finding 
i nfor·ma.t ion. Use of subject headings in the card 
catalog was explained. For all of these students this 
was a review lesson. Then the students were asked to 
4 -, ,·· 
find titles under the subject headings for materials 
tha.t they might l i Ke t,:. r·ea.,j, 1 i ·;;;.ten t,:,, see, c,r IJ.J,:,r~'. 
i., •. 1i th on the computer. The catalog had cards for all 
med i a. i n t,.. gr· -9. t e d toge th,.. r· • Aft,.. r· t i t l e -=· 1,,Je r· e 1 i ·=· t,.. d bv 
the students, the group discussed wher€' the various 
titles. 11.Jould be found in the 1 ibr·.9.r·y and h,:.t.AJ th€' titles. 
were organized on the shelf. Again, this part was a 
Th,.. students were asked to find 
individually as many of th€' titl ... s on th€'ir int ... rests 
as possible. When the students needed help locating a 
ti tie, the l i br·a.r::,·· m€'di-9. ·;;;.t.9.ff 1.,.J.9.·=· -:1. 1 • .-1.:1.i l -9.bl e. The 
interest inventory sheets w€'re Kept in a folder by the 
1 i br.9.r·::.-· media. spe,: i -9. l i st f,::,r· the ·;;;.tuden ts to use e.:1.,:h 
t i me th e :T' c am e t o t h ,.. 1 i b r· -9. r ;.-· me d i .a c e n t e r t ,:, b r· ,:,1;.J ·=- e • 
The response of the students to this unit was very 
The students enjoyed looking for and finding 
materials that related to their personal interests. 
The:T·· liked the i de.a ,:,f ha. 1 • .-1 i ng .a r·ecord ,:,f their· 
interests and of the titles that they had read or 
looked at or 1 istened to. Sharing of media and 
discussion of what was found flowed freely. 
the students were more animated during this unit than 
at any other time. This was especially true for the 
lower functioning students who struggled to understand 
the car€'er and parenting units. In this unit they were 
free to follow their own interests and were not 
4:3 
compared to others. All students found some materials 
,:,f inter·e·:-t t,::, them. Some found interest areas that 
they continue to return to on repeat visits to the 
1 ibrary media center and that they did not Know were 
there befc,r·e. One boy, who has dieted and lost 100 
pounds, was interested to Know that the 1 ibrary media 
center had low calorie recipe books that he could check 
out. Another boy, who 1 ives in a tantasy world much of 
the time, was delighted to find two books on 
pr·o-i., . .1r·e-:.tl ing. He decided to switch prospective 
careers from rock star to pro-wrestler. 
girls have used the subject heading LOVE-FICTION to 
expand horizons for romance stories. This has resulted 
in them reading some new authors who they might not 
have found without the unit. One student, who is quite 
hard of hearing, found that he could 1 isten to books on 
tape and hear clearly with the headphones. He ha.s 
t -~.p e. 
Thirteen students participated in this study. For 
purposes of data compilation seven constitutes a simple 
majority. Four represents a majority of observation 
1,•Je el<·=·. 
According to the data displayed in Table 1, the 
students in the research study did not change 
appreciably during the length of the study in their 
a.1 .. ,ia.r·ene·=--=· c,f the 1 i br·a.r·::,·· med i .:1. center·. 
T.:1.t,le 1 
Number of Responses to Interview Questions Relating to 
Awareness of Library Media Center 
G!ue-:.tic,n Inter•.,.1iel,.J 2 
1 . C,,:, ·:,·· ,:, u 1 i ~~ e to ·:-pend 
fr·ee t ime i n the 
Li br· a.r· :,-· Medi a Center·'? ' 1 .-, 10 :3 1 .:.. 
.-, 
.:.. . C,,:, Y01J f i n ,j the 
1 i br·.:1.r·y medi ,:1, ·;;;.ta.ff 
hel pf1J 1 ·? 1 ·-=--· 1 .-, .:, 
.-, D,:, y,::,u ':· i t •:I, t th J ·:-ame .;. . 
ta.bl e i n the 1 i br·.:1.r·::•· 
medi a. center· '-'··' i th 
st•Jden t-=- t.vho -:1.re not 
i n ::,,,:,1J r· ,: 1 a·:.-:.·? 4 C' ,..,! 4 .-, .:.. 6 5 
4. [:,,::, ~r·· 1:t iJ t a.1 I< '·'·-' i th 
·=·tu dent·=- 1..,1ho -:1.r·e n ,:, t i n 
::,·c,ur ,: 1 ,9.·5·S l-•Jhen i n the 
1 i b r· .:1. r· ;,·· medi ·='· ,:enter··? 4 1 
,::, ,_, :3 :3 2 
c::- Ar·e yc,u a.bl e t ,:, f i nd ._1. 
ma.ter· i -:1. l ·=· that i n ter·est 
:-,.-·c•u i n the 1 i br·.:1.r·::•· medi -3. 
center· b:)·· ::,··,:,u r· -=-e 1 f ~' 1 1 2 •71 4 
6. C•c• mater· i .al s fr·om the 
1 i br.:1.r·;,·· medi .9, ,:enter· 
hel p i n ::,· ,:, u r· 
-=·•= h c,o 1 ,,. . .1or· ~~ ·-::• 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
·-.. ·· -··{e·;;;. N-No :=;-s~,:,rr,e t i me-=· I 
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The area of greatest change in the interview responses 
from the beginning to the end of the study occured in 
the ·:,tudent·=-·' , ..,.,i 11 i n9ne·=··=- tc, sit .:1.t t.:1.bl e·=· '"'ti th 
students other than classmates. Two fewer were wi 11 ing 
to sit at tables with students other than classmates. 
Two more students would not talk to students other than 
Several students in the study made 
comments during their final interview that they would 
sit with students other than classmates 1+ they Knew 
them well and were friends. Two more students 
sometimes needed help to find materials that interested 
th em i n the 1 i br· .:1.r ·:•·· med i -Et. ,: enter· ·='· t the end of the 
stud-:,-·. These students had become increasingly 
sophisticated in their use of media and had asked for 
m.:1.ter·i-:1.l·=· th-:1.t the 1 ibr·-~r>·· medi-:1. center· did n,::,t h-:1.~.!e. 
Al 1 ·:-tudents in the ·:.tud:~-- found the 1 i br·.:1.r·:~-- media. 
staff helpful during both interviews. 
that a personal plan of enrichment for mi Idly retarded 
.:i.d,:, 1 e scent·=· 1., • .1ou 1 d I n c r· e ·='· ·=-e ·='·'··'-'·='·r· en e ·=-·=- of the 1 i br· -:1.r· Y 
media center, was not accepted. The ·student·=· 
maintained approximately the same level of awareness 
1,, . .1i th s.l igt-,t ,:h.:i.nges. occur·ing in the a.r·e-:1.s- of 
inter·.~•= ting 1_.,,1 i th ·student·=· n,:,t in their· spec i .:1. l 
educ·='· t i on ,: l -:i.s·=·. 
The second part of hypothesis one stated that a 
personal plan of enrichment for mildly retarded 
center· b:,-· a. m-3 ... ior·i ty of the ·=:.tudent·=: .• 
T . ,_t,J e 2 
Number and Percent of Students Who Checked Out 
Materials bY Observation Week 
~;e pt . 1 '7'-2:3 
Oct. 17-21 
Nc, 1.J. 14-18 
C•ei:. 5-'7' 
Dec. 19-2:3 
,J a.n . 17'-1 :::: 
t··-lo. of Student·;. 
7 
5 
Using the data displayed in Table 2, the 
hypothesis that a personal plan of enrichment for 
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mi Idly retarded adolescents would increase awareness 
and use of the 1 ibrary media center by a majority of 
the students was rejected. During onlY three of the 
observation weeks was there a majority of students 
check i n g m.9_ t er· i a.1 ·=- out c,-f the 1 i br· .... r- ::,- med i -9. center· . 
T . ,_t,1 e :3 
Number of Materials Used Per Observation Week By 
M-3. ter· i -9. l T::,··pe 
Sept. 19-2:3 
O,:t. 17-21 
t·•.Jo,_.1 • 1 4-1 8 
Dec. 1 ·,:•-2:3 
,Ja.n. 9-1.:3 
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Table :3 shows that more of the students used 










m-:i. ter· i -:i.1 type. This table also shows an increase in 
use of the audio cassette during the month of January. 
This was due to a shipment of new books on tape for use 
in the 1 i br·ar-::,-· med i -~- ,:enter-. Inter e '=· t i n the .:1.1J di ,:, 
cassettes has continued because of new materials in 
th i ·=- for·m-:i. t. 
T-:i.bl e 4 
Number and Percent of Students Who located Materials 
Independently By Observation Week 
i,.,,leek of 
i:;e pt . 1 '7'-23 
(l,:t. 17-21 
r·-fo•.) • 1 4-1 :3 
De,:. 5-'7' 











Hypothesis two was a majority of the students 
would be able to find materials independently. As the 
data in Table 4 indicate, a majority of students did 
not locate materials independently during any one of 
the observation weeks and, therefore, the hypothesis 
1,,1a.s r·eje,:ted. 
The third hypothesis stated that a majority of the 
students would spend some of their free periods in the 
1 ibrary media center. 
T.s.bl e 5 
Number and Percent of Students Spending At Least One 
Free Period in the Library Media Center Per Observation 
l ..,Jeek 
h.ieeK ,:,f 
!=:e pt . 1 '7'-23 
Oct. 17-21 
t·•.J.::,• . .J • 1 4-18 
C•ec. 5-'7' 
De.: . 1 '71 -2:3 
,_T.;.;.n • •:;,-1 :3 




. . ~.9 
If -:i. ·::-tuden t t .... ias in the 1 i br·ary med i ·='· center· c,nce 
during the week or five times during the week they were 
c,::iun ted -Et.·=· being one ,:if the ·:-tu den ts in the 1 i br.:1.rY 
media center that weeK. During three of the 
observation weeks, a majority of the students used the 
library media center during their free time at least 
once. Acccording to the data in Table 5, a majority of 
the students did not spend some of their free periods 
in the libr·ar·::...- media center· during the time ·=·P·='.n ,:,f the 
study. Hypothesis three was rejected. 
T.:1.bl e 6 
Number of Free Periods Spent by Students in the Library 
Media Center Per Observation Week in Number of Davs 
l..,le ek of 
Sep t . 11-1 ·--·-:a 7 -L_._ • 
Oc t . 1 7-21 
NC1\,J . 14-1 ,::, ,_, 
Dec . 5-•:;, 
Dec . 1 1?-2:3 
,J.:1.n . 17'-1 :3 
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t···lor· e -=·tu dent·=· i n the ·;;tu ,:J::,· u ·s.e d the 1 i br· .:c1.r· ::,·· med i .:,. 
center once during the week than did students using the 
center more often. However, for some students a 
definite pattern of usage developed. Three of the 
·;; t 1J dent=· c,f ten ,: -9.me to the 1 i br· .9.r· :y· med i -9. center· th r· e e 
or four times a weeK to do school work. The ·s.e ·=•-9.me 
students often stopped in before and after school and 
1,-• .1e r· e ,: ,:,n ·=· i ·;;ten t 1 ::,·· fr i end 1 ;,· 1.AJ i th the 1 i br· a.r ::,·· med i a. 
·=· t .9. ff , both i n the 1 i br· ar· ::,·· med i a. center· and i n other· 
parts of the building. During the week of December 
the students in the special educ.9.t i ,:,n ,:1 .:c1.ss 
planned and prepared a Christmas dinner for faculty and 
-9. dm i n i st r -9. t i c, n t;J h i ch e ff e ,: t i ~J e l ::, e l i m i n .9. t e d a. n y fr· e e 
time they might have had for two days that week. A 
p-9.tter·n c,f 1Jsa.ge de 1._.1e]c,ped in r·elation t,:, the libr·ar::,-
med i a. ·=·Pe,: i .:c1. l i ·;; t and the u n i ts t a.1J ,;,ht i n the h 01J r· 1 ::,·· 
sessions in the 1 ibrar::, media center. 1 .. ,.. 1 h e n c 1 -9. ·=· ·=· e ·=-
,:enter·ed ,:,n students'· individua.1 inter·ests ,:i.nd student·;;. 
had time in class to browse, use of the 1 ibrar::, media 
center went up by students during their free periods. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions, Recommendations and Summary 
Con,: 1 u·;; i c,ns 
According to the data previously displayed, a 
personal plan of enrichment for mildly retarded 
adolescents did not increase awareness and use of the 
1 ibrary media center by a majority of the students. A 
ma .. _i ,:,r i t :~·· ,::,f the ·;; t 1J dents 1 i k e d t ,:, ~-Pend fr· e e t i me i n 
the i i br· .ar· ::,.·· med i .... center· a. t the beg i n n i n g ,:,f the ·;;tu ,:h·· 
and this did not change during the course of the study. 
However, a majority of these same students did not 
spend many of their free periods in the library media 
center for a variety of reasons. For a significant 
number of students, free time at school was severely 
1 i mi t ed b::,·· the 1.• • .1,::,r-k study p r·,::igr· am. Sc,me of the 
students had a very high rate of absenteeism, with some 
of the students missing as many as one day in four. 
Absenteeism has been a continuing problem in the 
special education class. These students seem to have 
more health problems than other students, and some 
parents of students in this class seem to accept 
absenteeism by their teenagers as normal and desirable. 
There was an increasing unwillingness by some 
students in the study to sit at the same table with 
students not in their class. This developed after an 
altercation between one of the students in the study 
-:1.n d a.n ,:, the r· -=· t 1J dent ,.,_1h i 1 e i n the 1 i br· ar· y med i a. center· • 
The incident was unfortunate because others in the 
study developed a reluctance to risk rejection by 
sitting with students other than those in their class. 
Most expressed a desire to sit with students they knew 
-:1.nd t r·u ·=· te d. t--k,r· e ,::,f the s tu dent-:. ,.,_,er e 1 .. ,1 i 1 1 in g tc, t .al k 
to students who were not in their special education 
cl -:i. -=--=· 1 .. •.Jh i 1 e i n the 1 i br· ar :,·· med i ·='· ,: enter· • Ag.a i n -:.c,me 
in ter·\_.1 i e1., .. ,, th-:1. t 
students not in their class be friends or at least be 
Known to the student before they would speak to them. 
Mor· e ·=·tu dents be l i eve d th .a. t the::,,· ,: c,u 1 d f i n ,j 
materials that interested them independently at the 
beginning of the study than did at the end of the 
H,:111.Jever·, ·:-tuden t-:.··· in ter·e-:.ts br·oadened d1Jr· i n,;i 
the course of the study and needs for information 
became much more specific. As the trust relationship 
betv,ieen the students .a.nd th€' 1 ibr.ar·y medi.a. staff 
developed, students used the staff more frequently to 
help them define their needs for information, both in 
kind a.nd am,:,un t. 
The :;.a.me n1Jmber· ,:,f ·:.t1Jdent·=- believed tha.t the 
m.ateri.a.ls in the l ibr·.:1.r·y media. ci?nter· helped in 
schoolwork at the beginning of the study as did at the 
end of the study. Some students became regular users 
of the 1 ibrary media center while doing schoolwork. 
'.=;et,ier.:1.l c.:1.m>? in for· help bef,:,r·e .:1.nd a.fter· :-•:hc,ol. 
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A majority of the students in the study checked 
out mat>?rials from the 1 ibrary m>?dia center during only 
thr>?e of the six observation weeks. U·;;.e of the 1 i br· a.r· Y 
media center, defined as materials check>?d out, was 
highest during those weeks when th>? students focused 
on their· 01 .. •.m per·s.on.:1. l in ter·ests. During the times when 
the parenting and career units were taught, use of the 
library media center declined. The students seemed to 
en .J ,:,y the i n di v i dual i zed at tent i c,n ,:,f the l i br .:1,r· ::•· med i -:<. 
Us.e ,:,f the ibrary media center increased 
during those times when the students could look for 
per--;;.,:,na.1 intere·st m.:1.ter·ial·s during ,:la.ss. time. 
The study showed that many more students thought 
that they could find materials independently than 
a.ct u al l Y ,j i d. Some students were able to look with 
some persistence. Others who lacked reading skills, or 
who were not motivated to use the card catalog, asked 
for help frequently. The students who functioned at a 
higher level were those who, for the most part, found 
materials independently with some consistency. 
During three of the six observation weeks a 
majority of the students in the study used the library 
media center during at least one free period during the 
Given the lack of free time for some students 
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and the high rate of absenteeism for other students, a 
low use rate could be expected. 
The mildly mentally retarded adolescent can learn 
m1.Jch tM i th the he 1 p ,:if a. 1 i brar·::,-·· media. ·::-pee i a. l i -::-t 1,•.Jh,::i i ·=-
w i 11 ing and able to help the classsroom teacher adapt 
media to best suit personal needs and abi 1 ities. 
students are not a homogeneous unit to be taught as a 
Because of mental 
physical, or emotional disabi 1 ities these students need 
exposure to many different Kinds of media that use a 
variety of senses. The classroom teacher has neither 
the time or the access to the wide variety of materials 
th.9.t -9. 1 i br·ar·:~ .. medi -9. spec i a.1 i ·=-t ha.s a.t hi·=· or· her· 
comma.nd. The 1 ibrary media specialist must work with 
the classroom teacher to plan for adapted lessons and 
integrate meaningful materials for these students. 
One example of such adaptation might be a mildly 
retarded student integrated into a regular eighth grade 
English classroom where students are reading a novel. 
The individual student can read on a sixth grade level 
as tar as word attack skills are concerned, but she has 
almost no short term recall and, therefore, cannot 
remember what she has read. 
arrange for the student to 
The media specialist can 
isten to the book on tape 
while she is reading. She can watch a video enactment 
of the novel while the class is reading the novel. She 
can be encouraged to write on the computer about what 
she has seen or to draw pictures from the story to help 
her· remember. 
The l i br· -:i.r· ::,·· med i ·='· ·=·Pe,: i -:i.1 i ·=- t ·:.h ,:,u 1 d not be 
reluctant to work with the mildly mentally retarded 
-:i.d,:, 1 e ·=-Ce n t • Behavior problems are minimal with this 
gr,:,up ,.,.Jhen the medi .:i. ·:-pee i .:i.1 i ·=-t t.:iYes -:i.n -:1.,:t i ve 
interest in them as people, greets them both at and 
-:1.t.<Jay fr·om ·:.ch,:,ol , -:1.nd .a,:cep t·s th.at the·se students. -:.<.r·e 
individuals with needs for attention and acceptance 
Rapport can be built between 
people so that the individual student genuinely cares 
-:1.bc,u t p 1 e.:1.·=· i n9 the l i br·.:1.r·y med i ·='· s.pe,: i al i st. 1 . ...Jhen -:1. 
·=· t •.J dent f ·='· i l s t ,:, p i c K up ·=-'· s,:11: 1 ·='· l ,: l u e , i t i s p c,ss. i bl e 
to correct the student individually without causing the 
student embarrassment. 
These students respond strongly to personalized 
attention to their needs for information. They have 
surprisingly strong needs for information on very 
specific subjects. These needs become more specific as 
they become more experienced users of information. 
This in t•.Jrn i n,:r·ea·:-es their· u·:-e ,:,f the 1 i br·.ar·:~-· med i -:1. 
,:enter·. 
c ,:, 1 c,r· f u l 
They enjoy materials that are bright and 
wel 1- illustrated, and on subjects that 
r· e 1 -:1. t e t ,:, t h e i r 01,,m 1 i t_.1 t? ·=· • 
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This study might be replicated with younger mi ldlY 
mental Jy retarded students from ages twelve to 
f,:,ur· teen. These students are not yet involved in the 
job study program and are in school for the whole 
They do not have as high a rate of 
.:1.bse n tee i ·:.m. The variety of learning styles, attention 
·=·P a.n ·=·, s,::,,: i .:1. l sl< i 1 1 '=·, .:;..n d .a.bi 1 i t i e '=· t ,:, c ,:,mm1J n i ,: a. t e 
would sti 11 be present. 
Another possibility for further study would be for 
the 1 i br· .:i.r y med i ,E!. spec i .:;.. l i ·=- t .;;.n d a. r· e gu 1 a.r· ,: l .:i.':-sr· ,:11:,m 
teacher to work together to adapt media for the mildly 
mentally retarded adolescents that are integrated into 
the regular classroom. Measurement could be done over 
a period of time as far as ability to recall concepts. 
The classroom teacher could evaluate traditional 
teaching methods with this student population. After 
adapting methods to incorporate different Kinds of 
media better suited to the individual's learning style, 
the student could be re-evaluated to see if additional 
learning had taken place. 
Although progressive improvement was not shown in 
areas studied, secondary librarians with a mildly 
mentally retarded population should not hesitate to 
worK with these students. They have strong needs for 
information and cannot find this information without 
instruction and guidance. Their learning styles and 
methods of processing information indicate intervention 
b::•·· the 1 i br·a.r·::•·· med i -3. -~pee i a 1 i ·:.t in the k: ind·~ of med i .:1. 
that are used with this population and the ways that 
medi.:1 .. ;i.r·e used. These students need hands-on 
experiences that involve as many of their senses as 
pc•·=··=· i bl e. They need variety, attractive presentation 
of media, and information in manageable amounts. The 
classroom teacher with integrated special education 
students can attempt to provide these services, but 
time is a factor in finding the best materials. The 
library media center is an ideal environment for 
pr ,:iv i di n ,;i -=-1J pp 1 eme n t .;i. 1 i n f ,:,r·m.:1. t i on f ,:.ir· the mi 1 d 1 :-,,·· 
mentally retarded so that these students have a greater 
chance of learning. With this student population, 
progress is measured slowly and haltingly. 
students can and do learn. 
:::;1Jmm.:1.r·-.,·· 
The purpose of this study was to learn what effect 
the implementation of a personalized plan of enrichment 
ha.d ,:,n 1 ibr·a.r·y media center· 1J·~e b::,·· mi ldl::,-· r·eta.r·ded 
The students in the research study were a 
group of thirteen mildly mentally retarded adolescents 
between the ages of fourteen and eighteen who were part 
c,f a ·:.pee 1.:1.l edu,:a.t i ,:in cl .:i.s.s at Tripoli High S,:h,:11:.il, 
Tr·ipol i, ImA.1.8 .• The·:-e ·:-t1Jdent·:- did nc,t IJ•:-e the 1 ibr·a.r·y 
media center at any time other than reg1Jlarly scheduled 
class times and did not interact with st1Jdents or sit 
with st1Jdents other than their special ed1Jcation 
c 1 -8. ·:-sm-8. t es. 
The hypotheses tested were: 
1. A personal plan of enrichment for mildly retarded 
adolescents wo1Jld increase awareness and 1Jse of the 
1 ibrary media center by a majority of the st1Jdents. 
2. A majority of the st1Jdents wo1Jld be able to find 
materials independently. 
3. A majority of the st1Jdents wo1Jld spend some of their 
fr· e e per· i ,:ids i n the 1 i br· -8.r· ::,·· med i -8. center· • 
Records were kept of media center usage each day 
for six separate observation weeks d1Jring the fall 
semester of 1988-1989. In addition, each st1Jdent 
a.n·:.1 .. ,,1er·ed qrJestions -8.b,::,ut 1 ibr·-8.r·::,-· medi-:1. center· -:1.tti t1Jde·=· 
at one interview at the beginning of the semester and 
at another interview at the completion of the fall 
·:-pecia.list c,::,ns1Jlted a.s to lear·ning a.bilities a.nd 
styles of individual st1Jdents and disc1Jssed ways that 
lessons and media c,::,1Jld be adapted to best serve the 
individual st1Jdent/s interests and needs. 
Units were taught on career choices, parenting, 
and on a personal inventory ,::,f student interests and 
the location skills that were needed to satisfy those 
interests. These units were chosen after consultation 
with the special education teacher. Ea.,:h unit 1, • ..,.:1.':-
scheduled class. (See Appendix C) 
None of the hypotheses was accepted. A majority 
c,f the '=· t: u dents di d not u ·:-e the l i br· .:i.r :,.. med i .;;,. center· 
during any one of the observation weeks. A majority of 
the students thought that they could find materials of 
interest independently but did not do so during any one 
of the observation weeks. During three observation 
weeks, a majority of students did not spend free 
per· i od':- i n the 1 i br· .;;,_r ::,·· med i ·='- center· . 
Circumstances beyond the control of the researcher 
played a large role in the outcome of the study. The 
students had much less free time during the school day 
than was originally anticipated because of a job ski] ls 
program where students left the building to work during 
part of each day. Students in the special education 
classroom had emotional conflicts to resolve because of 
abusive home situations. :::; om e ·=· t u de n t s 1 .• • ..1 e r e 1 i m i t e d i n 
t h e .;;,,mo 1J n t of f r· e e d c,m t h e }·· h a. d t o t r· .;;,. '.) e l i n t h e h .;;,, 1 l ·=· 
because they were emotionally upset. The uni ts to,:,k 
much more time to teach than originally anticipated 
because of differences in learning styles and 
retention, and, because the emotional problems of the 
special education teacher precluded any team teaching 
For four students there was a significant 
problem with absenteeism. They missed one in four days 
during the semester. All of these factors combined had 
great impact on the outcome of the study. 
One interesting outcome was that student use of 
the ibrary media center, measured in materials checked 
c,ut, i ncr·e-:i.·:-ed gr·e-:i.tl ::,·· dur· i ng those times ,,,.,hen the 
1 ibrary media staff helped the students on their 
per·s.ona.l inter·e:.t in•.}entor·;,·· .and li::ic.:i.tic,n s-Kill·=·· 
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Appendi ::< A 
Interview# ___ _ 
1 . D,:, ;,·olJ 1 i ~::e t,::i ·spend free ti me .:1. t s,:ho,:,1 in the 
.... 
,:;. . 
library media ,:enter? 
SOMETIME'.; 
NO 
[),:, >··01J f i n d 
\··E~; NO 
the l i br·a.r·::,·· media. ·st.:1.ff he 1 pfu 1? 
SOMETIMES 
3. Do YOIJ sit at the same table with st1Jdents that are 
not in your ,:lass? YES NO SOMETIMES 
4. Do YOIJ talk wihth students that are not in your 
,: 1 a·ss.·? 
C: ._1. Ar·e 
the 
NO ~;OMET I ME::3 
you able to find materials th .:1. t i n t ere ·,:-t ;,··ou i n 
library by Y01Jrself? YES NO SOMETIMES 
6. Do materials from the library media ,:enter help in 
your si:hoolwork? YEo NO SOMETIMES 
7. Can you point out two magazines that YOIJ like to 
r·ead? 
Y'ES NO 
Can you find materials 
media ,:enter? YES 
c,n >··•::i1J r· 
NO 
hobb::,·· in the 
'.30MET I ME:::; 




you find materials in the media ,:enter 




10, When you use materials in the media center, whii:h 
of the following do you use? 
MAGAZINES FICTION BOOKS 
CAREER MATERIALS SPORTS BOOKS 
8001<:; ON DATING At---.lD MARRIAGE 
OTHEf.: 
LISTENING LIBRARY 
HOBB"'{ MATEFs: I ALS 
HEALTH MATERIALS 
U8S£HVATJON CHECKL(~T Oay I __ _ 
j 
Acticn5 ODserved: I I 
! I I I I I ! Found ~ater1als 1ndeoendentlv I I 
I I I I I Asked tor helo from staff I 
5et at table ~ith peers ot~er than class I I I 
Talked to ~eers other than class 
Reaa, looked at, or used 
trie fol Iovino: 
Au~io visual materials 
Audio visual eouloment I 
t:o:nouter 
Hi/Lo boofes 
HoDby :nater1als I 
Listeninq I 1bra1:, I 
; Per10<2ica1s i 
::!ef,uence !looks 
Fiction collection I 
I i I I I ·:ert1cal fl le ! 
Ccll1!1ents: 




! l I I I ! 
I i I I I ' 
I I I I 
I I 






I I I I I ~--I I I i I , 
i I I I I I 
I I I i--
I I I 
i 
t 












Career Choice Unit 
Objectives~ At the end of this unit the student will 
be able to find and use career materials in the 1 ibrary 
media center on his/her abil itv level. The student 
will have investigated two career areas that were of 
personal interest. The student will evaluate their 
abilities and decide if these career choices are 
realistic for them. 
Teaching and Learning Activities: The students will 
fill out a career study form using The Encvclopedia of_ 
Careers and The Occupational Outlook Handbook. They 
will see films and videos about their chosen careers in 
the 1 ibrary media center. They will talk to someone 
working in one of their career choices outside of 
school and be ready to tell about that talk with the 
group. They will make a career choice evaluation. 
Criteria: These vary widely according to reading 
abil itv and length of attention span. The student will 
define some job related vocabulary and be able to 
explain orallv what someone does on the job in their 
career choices. 
Evaluation: The students will fill out the career 
evaluation form. They will be able to explain orallv 
to the group whether or not they will continue with 
their career choice and why. 
Career Study 
Name ------




2. Which of these two jobs are you interested in most 
at this time'::> 
3. Look up this job in the index of The Encvclopedia of 
Careers and Vocational Guidance or The Occupational 
Outlook Handbook. Write a definition for your job 
in your own words • 
. Job : ___________________ _ 
Definition : ________________________ _ 
4. What kinds of things will you be expected to do on 
73 
5. What training will vou need to get before or after 
getting your job? 
6. Is there a need for more people in this job area? 
7. How much money are you 1 ikely to earn with this job? 
8. What will you need for your job as far as special 
clothing or equipment? 
9. What kind of personality is needed for this job? 
VOCABULARY: List three words that you should know for 
this Job. Tell what these words mean. 
74 
Career Choice Evaluation 
Name ______ _ 
Circle the answer that is most nearly correct. 
l. I can find and use career materials in the library 
media center on my own. 
Yes Sometimes No 
2. After learning about mv first choice of a career for 
this unit, I am still interested in going into that 
career. 
Yes Sometimes No 
3. It was interesting to learn about other students' 
career choices and why they made them. 
Yes Sometimes No 
4. I visited someone who was working in my career 
choice. 
Yes No 
5. Mv first choice for a career is realistic for me. I 
can get the training I need and can see myself 
working in that career in the future. 
Yes No Don't know 
Appendb: D 
Parenting Unit 
Objectives: At the end of this unit the student will 
be able to find two magazines in the 1 ibrary media 
center that contain information for parents. Thev will 
be able to orally discuss as a class some of the 
emotional and monetary costs of parenting. 
Teaching and Learning Activities: The students will 
fil'I out a sheet about a parenting article in Ggod. 
Housekeeping or Parents' Maqazine and share their 
findings with the class. They will see films and 
videos about parenting that involve different ages of 
children, specifically newborns, older babies, and 
preschoolers. They will discuss parenting methods as a 
class. They will determine material needs of a newborn 
and prepare an order in a catalog from a major 
department store. Thev will fill out an evaluation 
form on the parenting unit. 
Criteria: These vary widely according to ability. In 
class discusssions about information gained is the main 
criteria. 
Evaluation: The students will fill out an evaluation 
form about parenting and their own decision to be a 
parent. 
Parenting Skills 
What can the library tell us 
about how to be a parent? 
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Name ________ _ 
Use Parents' Magazine or Good Housekeeping. Find an 
article on parenting by using the table of contents in 
the front of the magazine. Read the article and answer 
the following questions about the article: 
1. This article is for parents of what age children? 
2. What advice does the article give to parents? 
3. What new ideas did you get from the article? 
4. Do you agree with the author about his/her view of 
parenting? Why? 
5. Is this an article that you think parents should 
read? Whv? 
Bringing Baby Home 
Na.mes --------
Find a partner. Using the catalogs provided, figure 
out what items you would need to have to bring a new 
baby home from the hospital and what these items would 
c,::ist • 













Parenting Unit Evaluation Form 
Answer the following statements about parenting with 
yes, no, or maybe. 
l . I wi 11 be a parent someday. 
2. I think parenting is a difficult job at times. 
3. Parenting causes stress. 
4. Babies should be planned for. 
5. Babies can be very expensive. 
6. It is important for a parent to be firm with 
children. 
78 
7. Physical punishment is a good kind of punishment to 
use. 
8. Babies and small children are demanding of a 
parent's time. 
9. I will probably have several children. 
AppendL-1. E 
Personal Interest Inventory 
Name ________ _ 
I am interested in finding information about the 
following subjects: 
1. ______________________________ _ 
2n ______________________________ _ 
The card catalog has these titles that I am interested 
in seein9 or hearing on these subjects: ( inc:·1 ude ca11 
number and author) 
Subj ec:t ___________________________ _ 
Cal 1 rn.11nbE~r Author 
Sub.j ect ____________________________ _ 
Call number r.:'.iuthor Title 
Put a star beside those titles you found and checked 
out. We will talk about what you found next week. 
